
Master’s test 2 for course DD2447, grades B-A

The solution turned in must be correct at least in some sense. It is advisable
to solve it in two ways (e.g., graphically and numerically) and check that results
agree. Cooperation is allowed, but must also be specified on solution turned in.

You are allowed to use material found on the web, BUT IF YOU DO YOU
MUST REFER TO IT IN A STANDARD ACADEMIC WAY.

Gambling Shark Problem

In a police raid against a notorious gambling shack, three long binary se-
quences were found, exhibits A, B and C. They are copied into the course matlab
directory http://www.nada.kth.se/ stefan/kurs1447/hmm as three row vectors
in matlab save sets, A.mat, B.mat and C.mat.

The main investigator is interested in knowing what properties these se-
quences have, and with what confidence. Specifically, she wants to know which
of the sequences best corresponds to the following three models:

i) A random sequence with constant success probability p. She wants in this
case also to know how likely it is that the success probability is 0.5, as opposed
to some other value that could be used to advantage by a gambling shark.

ii) A random sequence where the success probability was changed exactly
once, e.g., by changing the coin used for tossing. She wants in this case to know
where in the sequence the change occured, and an estimate of the uncertainty
of this place, as well as the two probabilities, also with uncertainty estimates.

iii) A complex scheme where a hidden random variable was used to decide to
switch between one of two coins used for tossing, before each toss. She wants to
know the probability for switching coin, and the success probabilities for the two
coins, with uncertainty estimate. It is also interesting to know, with uncertainty
estimate, which coin was used in each toss.

Fortunately, a nice piece of Matlab code was also found in the shack and lies
now on the same directory. Unfortunately, it is not known if the code is correct,
since the gambling shark might want to confuse the investigator. However, there
is a good chance that the code is useful. This code identifies a HMM process with
a state transition probability matrix and a signalling probability distribution for
each state, using standard uniform priors. Specifically, it takes as input a column
vector of signals between 1 and s, the number of signal valuess, the trace length
wanted, and optional initial values, and outputs the current state transition and
signalling matrices, as well as traces of these quantities in the MCMC sequence.

Note that it is important to check that the MCMC has found a point close
to the true parameters in a burn-in sequence. It seems unlikely that it is at all
possible to find the ’coin switch’ probability if it is larger than, say, 10%. It is
thus advisable to start the chain with an initial value for the transition matrix
that has low, say 10%, probability for state switch.

1) Which model (i), (ii), (iii) belongs to each of the sequences A, B, C, and
why?

2) Give approximate 95% credible intervals for the parameters for each se-
quence where relevant, and other uncertainty indicators for other parameters.
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